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Season 4 COMING IN 2018
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In this new primetime series, legendary comedian and “Tonight 
Show” host Jay Leno explores our obsession with all things
automotive. From classic cars to supercars and everything in be-
tween, Jay’s hitting the road to discover the most exciting, weird
and wonderful vehicles ever made and meet the
passionate people behind their wheels. Each
one-hour themed episode features a mix of stunts,
challenges, reviews, and celebrity interviews that
showcases the colorful history of the automobile.
Whether he’s exploring the history of an iconic brand,
road-testing the newest supercar, or investigating the
latest automotive innovations, there’s no wheel Jay
won’t get behind to tell the story of our love affair
with the car.
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West Texas Investors Club premieres with plucky 
entrepreneurs pitching their business ideas to 
self-made multimillionaires Rooster McCon-
aughey and Butch Gilliam. Joined by their close 
friend and confidante Gil Prather, Rooster and 
Butch invite hopeful entrepreneurs to Midland, 
Texas, for the chance to secure a life-changing 
iinvestment. But brilliant ideas and impressive 
numbers are not the only things Rooster and 
Butch demand. These investors seek to gauge 
the true character of a person before they consider 
investing their hard-earned fortunes.
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FULL EPISODES
PROMO

The Deed: Chicago explores a side of real estate that
other property shows ignore - an uniching look at 
how fortunes are really made in the cutthroat world
of estate ipping and development. Sean Conlon,
real estate mogul, lends his money and prowess to
beleaguered property developers in desperate need
of assistanof assistance, for a share of the property and the 
prots.
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